
    Century Artisans
Illuminati Assembly Instructions

There are 11 separate pieces to your new Illuminati Lightbox (see 
“Illuminati Parts” photo):

• 4 slotted panels with vellum
• 4 wooden pegs to connect panels to base
• 1 base with 4 rubber feet, a circular LED light support, 10” long 

light strip connected to 5 volt USB LED controller
• 1 lid with knob
• 1 17 key RF wireless remote (takes CR2025 battery, included)

Illuminati Parts



Panels are slotted to fit together, 2 with the slots on the bottom, 2 with the 
slots at the top.  Gently slide panels together as shown below with vellum on 
the inside.  They fit snugly so if they don't seem to fit in one configuration, 
switch panels around.  

Panel assembly #1   Panel assembly #2     Panel assembly #3

Once the panels are fitted together, fit frame over base and insert wooden 
pegs through panel into hole in base on each side.  Insert each peg halfway 
until all 4 are fitted in, then push all 4 in the rest of the way.  And once again, 
they will fit very snugly so if they don't seem to be going in properly, turn the 
base ¼ turn, fit frame over base, and try again!

Base assembly #1 Base assembly #2



Turn Illuminati upright and position the lid so the bottom piece nestles into 
the top of the frame.

Lid fitting #1 Lid fitting #2

Make sure your LED controller has stayed connected to the LED light strip 
piece via the male-to-male 4-pin connector.  Carefully plug the pins back in if 
it came apart.

LED controller parts #1 LED controller parts #2



Plug USB into a power source and press upper left red power button on your 
wireless remote to turn on lights (note: remote must be in line of sight to the 
LED controller to connect).  If you had to reconnect the controller to the lights
and the lights don't turn on, try unpinning, flipping the controller over, and 
plugging back in.  

The remote takes a CR2025 coin battery, which has been included.

The enclosed RF Wireless Remote instruction booklet should take care of any 
questions you may have about how each button works, and it also tells you 
how to pair the remote if necessary – email us at 
support@centuryartisans.com if you have any questions.

Enjoy!
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